Starmark and Trustmark –
®

Seamless Integration for our Self-funded Clients

Starmark and Trustmark are affiliates and have a long history of serving their customers.
Because Starmark administers its clients’ self-funded plans and Trustmark provides the
stop-loss insurance, your clients benefit. Here’s how:
Trusted Partner Relationship. Starmark
and Trustmark hold true to three core
corporate values: Personal, Flexible and
Trusted. We follow through on our commitments,
provide personal service, and offer innovative,
customizable products that help provide cost stability in
the changing marketplace.
No Second Guessing. Stop-loss carriers

Starmark is a leader in self-funding for small
employers. When your clients choose Starmark
they get the expertise, personal service and
seamless integration of claims payment,
administration and benefits to ensure the transition
to self-funding is smooth and successful. Plus,
Starmark offers nationwide network access through
Cigna and Aetna Signature Administrators.

may question and audit claims and are not
obligated to pay the claims in the event it
disagrees with the third-party administrator’s
decision. However, because Trustmark Life and
Starmark are affiliates, Trustmark supports the decisions
of Starmark.

Less Risk for the Employer. Starmark’s
self-funded plan designs with stop-loss
insurance include advance funding.
This means that if an employer has a large eligible
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provide exceptional service for its customers.

Contact your Starmark distribution partner or visit www.starmarkinc.com
for more information about Starmark’s self-funded plan designs with stop-loss insurance.*
*Terms and conditions of the contract apply.
Plan design availability and/or coverage may vary by state.
Self-funded plans are administered by Starmark, and stop-loss insurance is provided by Trustmark Life Insurance Company.
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With expertise in group healthcare benefits, Starmark® offers self-funded plan designs, tools to manage
healthcare costs, paperless employee enrollment, nationwide network access and seamless HRA
administration for small to mid-size businesses.
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